
Set up by designers, for
connoisseurs of design- Nivasa
specialises in luxury furniture,

wardrobes, millwork and
lighting. Since our inception in

1993 we have designed and
created various landmark
projects ranging from the

Imperial Hotel in New Delhi to
villas in California and even a

castle in England.
 

At Nivasa, we believe that
design is not just about four
walls, tables and chairs- its

about the families that live and
grow in beautiful homes. With
the mission to ensure that every
space and furniture is created to
enhance and transform the lives

of our clients we have taken
customisation one step further

to personalisation- highlighting
the human side of design and
truly incorporating the needs
and desires of our clients into

their homes.



Nivasa Contemporary brings depth
 into contemporary spaces and

products, by incorporating design
sensibilities which are modern yet
extremely detailed and intricate. 

Nivasa Classic lends a new meaning
to traditional spaces and products, by

preserving the timelessness of
classical design while integrating

innovative techniques and finishes.





ROHIT KAPOOR

SABA KAPOOR

Living by the mantra "follow your
heart" Rohit Kapoor lit a spark in
the lifestyle design arena when he

first began creating in 1993. A
chartered accountant by profession,

he found his true calling in his
passion- he was born to channelise
design. The decades of experience

on the factory floor working
closely with the kaarigars and
discovering new materials and

techniques is where Rohit got his
"masters" in design. 

A design prodigy, Saba Kapoor's
journey in the world of furniture
began at a vey young age. After

graduating from Parsons, New York,
she worked with industry pioneers

to gain an in-depth understanding of
design, manufacturing and retail. She

is a skilled at woodworking and
welding, giving her a unique insight
and understanding of techniques and
materials, allowing her to stretch the

boundaries of design and
manufacturing.



RITI KAPOOR

MANOJ KAPOOR

The heart and soul of Nivasa,
Riti Kapoor is the head of  retail

and will be your key point of
contact. Her creative core leads
Nivasa's patrons to live by her
comprehensive solutions. A

seeker of inspiration, she has a
deep understanind of  fabrics
and finishes making her an

expert at providing finishing
touches to projects- helping

you bring it all together.

Nivasa is known for its
impeccible quality and Manoj
Kapoor ensures that it stays on

top of its game! With decades of
experience in the manufacturing
end of the interior and lifestyle

business, Manoj has been an
integral part of Nivasa. He

implements designs, overlooks
logistics of the production process
and overlooks the production on

a minute-to-minute basis.



BESPOKE FURNITURE

WARDROBES AND
MILLWORK

 INTERIOR STYLING

OUR
SERVICES



At Nivasa, we believe furniture design ought to be about people- the
families discovering their favourite TV show while lounging on the

sofa, the evenings spent with friends at the bar. This deep philosophy of
the emotional connect of design is what sets Nivasa apart. Each

furniture piece is uniquely designed for you and your home.
 

Our furniture is an amalgamation of revival of artisanal craft and 
 cutting-edge technology. With a workforce of more than 200

craftsmen, experience of almost three decades and use of only the
highest quality of raw materials the quality and design sensibilities at

Nivasa are unparalleled.

BESPOKE
FURNITURE







 Combining exquisite design with a deep understanding of how our
clients live, we incorporate technology to create 'smart', multi-functional
furniture. We introduce you to a new way of living by personalising the
furniture to your needs and preferences. For instance, we have bedside

tables with in-built wireless charging, reading lights and accessible
switches, enhancing even the smallest aspects of your daily life. 









We work closely with architects and interior designers as well as home
owners to transform our combined vision and ideas into beautiful spaces

and products. We strongly believe that that design is the amalgamation of
form and function- and each aspect of a space should have a purpose.

 
Our design philosophy is based upon the fact that a home should be a

reflection of the people living in it. Hence, we take into account each and
every minute detail of your life- all the way from how many pairs of shoes

you have to your TV watching habits. This approach to design helps us
create products and spaces personalised to your taste as well as daily needs. 

WARDROBES
AND MILLWORK







We aim to combine exquisite design and functionality to create flexible
living experiences. For instance, a first in the world, either ends of our

hide-and-seek unit comprise of wardrobes with switchable glass shutters,
enabling the glass to be frosted or clear at the touch of a button. 

 
Incorporating modern-day technology and keeping in mind the small

details, the wardrobe compartments are made in such a way that ones shoes
and shirts remain accessible without disrupting their organisation.

 
The central portion of the unit is a TV unit, dressing table and study desk
all-in-one. The piece features a sleek compartment inside which the TV

'disappears’ when not in use. Once the TV disappears, the unit can be used
as a dressing table with its semi-circle mirror or as a study table. 







Design is all about the details. We at Nivasa help you add the final
touches to your home as a part of our styling services. Lighting selections
plays a very important role in bringing a space together- we offer you a

wide array of designs to choose from. Additionally, we help you with soft
furnishings such as curtains, carpets, cushions and bedding- ensuring that
each elements goes cohesively with your upholstery and colour palette.
To give your home its final touches we help you decorate your home

with art, sculptures, accessories and collectables.

INTERIOR
STYLING



LAMPS, WALL LIGHTS
AND CHANDELIERS







CURTAINS, CARPETS,
CUSHIONS AND BEDDING





MIRRORS





ART AND
SCULPTURES





ACCESSORIES
AND COLLECTABLES



THE MAGNOLIAS
RESIDENTIAL PROJECT























GOLF ESTATE
RESIDENTIAL PROJECT













ELGIN HALL
COMMERCIAL PROJECT









THANK YOU!

+91-9810888985

@NIVASA_HOME

WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/NIVASAHOME

WWW.NIVASA.COM


